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Comparison of RF methods 
• For each signature, we’ll focus on the Coefficient of Variation of 1,250 AUCs obtained 
using: 
• 50 resampling to build the Training and the Validation set. 
• 25 modeling and validations. 
• Comparison of RF methods under same conditions: 
• Same training and the validation sets. 
• Same signatures. 
• Same computational nodes 
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Clinics               Hyper Stability : CV == 0 
LUSC dataset 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Hyper Stability Score is dataset dependent 
Conclusions 
Classification of classification methods 
 
Towards robust signatures and predictions 
 
• The AUC precision is dataset dependent 





• AUC precision (hyper-stability)  
• Average AUC value 
• Modeling Time 

